
Bench Mechanic – Pump Repair & Rebuild 
 

 
JOB SUMMARY:  
We are looking for an individual to work in our rebuild & job shop. This position is perfect for someone with lots of 
mechanical skills. If you are a mechanic or have worked on generators, air compressors, vacuum pumps, 
automotive engine rebuilding, worked in HVAC and also done some plumbing and electrical or have similar skills - 
this could be the position for you. Responsibilities may also include assembly of equipment packages, off-loading 
freight and moving equipment with a forklift, deliver/pickup equipment, clean/prep and paint equipment, assist 
coworkers in the shop or on jobsites when necessary, keeping job areas clean and organized and lots of other 
general shop duties.  
 
REQUIREMENTS: 
Strong mechanical skills required 
Forklift experience is necessary 
General knowledge of plumbing, electrical and mechanical 
Painting and prep for painting experience  
Welding skills – not necessary but would be helpful 
Own hand tools 
Great organizational skills a plus 
Work well with other employees 
Heavy lifting from time to time   
** Drug testing is mandatory ** 
 
Please do not apply if you do not have strong mechanical skills. 
 
VALID DRIVERS LICENSE and CLEAN DMV are absolutely necessary. Do not apply without them. 
 
BRIEF JOB DESCRIPTION:  
Troubleshoot / Service / Repair reciprocating & scroll air compressors and rotary vane type vacuum pumps 
Test units for proper operation 
Safely operate a forklift. 
Repair, rebuild and/or maintain equipment and parts. 
Clean parts and equipment under repair or for return to customers. 
Keep our equipment rental fleet in top running condition. 
Prepare and paint parts, components and other equipment. 
Cut metal, use drills, taps, sanders, grinders, bend pipe, use torches and various other tools. 
Help assemble equipment packages including plumbing, electrical and painting. 
Assist other employees in-house or on the job site when necessary. 
 
BENEFITS: 
We offer sick, holiday, and vacation pay. 
We provide vested health benefits and 401K with company contributions. 
This job may offer company paid classes, depending upon the job requirements. 
Some bench work may qualify for commissions. 
Tool Purchase Program applies to this position. 
  
COME JOIN OUR TEAM: 
This is a full time, permanent position with opportunity for advancement and growth. 


